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Abstract: Chemical species tomography (CST) has been deployed in a wide range of applications in 
the last two decades for multi-dimensional measurement of gaseous flow fields. CST offers unique 
capability for spatiotemporally resolved imaging of multiple thermochemical parameters. It is 
fundamentally robust, highly sensitive, and adaptable to industrial processes and large-scale combustion 
systems. The instrumentation methods used to implement CST measurements are critical in determining 
the physical and chemical variables that may be imaged by CST. In this perspective, we have three main 
objectives: a) discuss recent advances in CST instruments from the viewpoint of optics and electronics; 
b) highlight the on-going challenges for systems to address the ever-increasing requirements on 
temporal and spatial resolutions; and c) consider potential developments for next-generation CST 
instrumentation. 

 

1 Introduction 

Among the various laser-based sensing modalities, Chemical Species Tomography (CST), utilising 
chemical species-dependent photon absorption, offers unique capability for quantitative and 
spatiotemporally resolved imaging of thermochemical parameters in reactive flows, e.g., species 
concentration, temperature, pressure, velocity [1-3]. CST is implemented in a manner analogous to X-
ray tomography with the difference that, wavelength-specified incident laser beams are used rather than 
X-rays to acquire the absorption measurements, i.e., projection data in tomography. In comparison with 
other popular two/three-dimensional imaging techniques for flow-field diagnosis, such as 
Planar/Volumetric Laser Induced Fluorescence (P/VLIF) [4, 5], emission imaging/tomography [6, 7] 
and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [8], CST is the only technique that has gained widely 
environment-adaptive and industrial-oriented applications, ranging from lab-scale flame 
characterization to the very large-scale plume monitoring. It is important to note that some authors call 
CST by different names, such as laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS) tomography and tomographic 
absorption spectroscopy (TAS). We continue to use the name CST in order to emphasise that all the 
target variables are accessed by exploiting spectroscopic absorption by selected chemical species. 

Since the first experimental demonstration of CST on gaseous hydrocarbon imaging [9], significant 
advances have been made from both the computational aspect, i.e., image reconstruction algorithms, 
and the instrumentational aspect, i.e.  the design of measurement methods and data acquisition systems. 
Efforts expended on both of these aspects are aimed at characterising the target flows with better 
accuracy, speed and robustness. Computational efforts are nontrivial, involving the selective use of a 
priori information concerning the target flows (e.g. time-dependent flow evolution and grid-dependent 
flow smoothness). Various CST image reconstruction algorithms have been developed using algebraic 
techniques [10], regularisation [11], statistical inversion [12], optimisation [13], and most recently 
machine/deep-learning methods [14-16]. On the other hand, the instrumentational development of CST, 
such as novel opto-electronics design, plays a more essential and critical role by providing 
fundamentally new access to first-hand experimental data [1]. Depending on the nature of the target 
processes and the end users’ requirements, CST instruments need to be customised to guarantee that 
the experimental data sampled for subsequent image reconstruction are physically meaningful and 
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reliable. Therefore, the first aim of this perspective is to chart the new advances and milestones in CST 
instrumentational development that cover real-world application of this technology.  

For both lab-scale and industrial applications of CST, the specifications of spatial resolution and 
temporal resolution place ever more demanding requirements on the performance of CST instruments. 
To be concrete, the spatial resolution reflects how much detail of the target flow can be revealed by the 
tomographic images [17-19]. This factor is critically important for characterising flame structures and 
local hot spots that indicate combustion instabilities and thermodynamic behaviours of target flows. 
The temporal resolution indicates directly the extent to which variations of the target flow can be 
characterised. When monitoring turbulent flows, the temporal resolution needs to be set to a very high 
level, e.g., hundreds or thousands of frames per second (fps), depending on the turbulent frequency in 
question [20, 21]. However, improvement of the spatiotemporal resolution has been found to be very 
challenging for the deployment of CST in practical flows.  

As CST is a hard-field tomography in nature [1], the fundamental prerequisite for better spatial 
resolution is to acquire more densely and evenly distributed spatial samples in the sensing region [22] 
(or the sinogram plot [23]). A straightforward attempt, similar to X-ray tomography, is to rotate the 
laser beams or the target objects for spatial sampling from more angular projections. This is suitable for 
monitoring static or quasi-static flames. However, the mechanical translation results in low-speed 
imaging, and therefore makes its implementation ineffective for characterising any dynamic features in 
turbulent flows; moreover, mechanical translation is incompatible with the environment within which 
many practical processes have to be operated. In contrast, fixed-beam CST sensors are preferred for 
high-speed monitoring where the absorbance from all the laser beams can be measured simultaneously, 
and gaining the necessary optical access to practical processes is then a fundamental step in system 
design for any given application. To maximise the temporal resolution of fixed-beam CST sensors, 
high-speed and multi-channel data acquisition and communication hardware electronics must work 
along with the optical sensor. However, the complexity and high cost in optics and electronics design, 
and the heavy data load for real-time multi-beam sensing, pose challenges that place CST instruments 
out of reach for many researchers in process engineering. In this perspective article, we will highlight 
these current challenges in order to identify recent progress, to propose potential solutions and project 
the CST instrumentational development challenge into the future.  

The remainder of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the latest development 
of CST optics, categorised by the above-mentioned scan-beam and fixed-beam sensors. Section 3 notes 
the most representative schemes of CST data acquisition, with their advantages and disadvantages. 
Section 4 will address the challenges inherent in the quest for better spatiotemporal resolution, and 
along the way, its impact on real-world CST applications. The overall perspective is summarised in 
Section 5 with an outlook on how CST instruments may be developed in the future.   

 

2 Optics 

Development of CST optical sensors, as a core part of CST instrumentation, has attracted many recent 
efforts to enhance penetrating spatiotemporal resolution. From the perspectives of opto-mechanics 
deployment, existing CST optical sensors can be categorised as scan-beam or fixed-beam sensors. In 
this section, we will address the most recent progress on the two categories by highlighting their 
suitability to various combustion scenarios and their limitations. 

2.1 Scan-beam sensors 

The objective of beam scanning in CST sensing is to increase the number of line-of-sight (LOS) LAS 
measurements, angularly and/or linearly, in the sensing region. The scan, mostly in a mechanical 
manner, is achieved by rotating/translating either the laser beams [24-26] or the subject [27-29]. From 
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the perspective of tomographic image reconstruction, the increased number of measurements can 
alleviate the rank deficiency of the CST inverse problem [1], thus improving the quality of the 
reconstruction with better accuracy and fewer artefacts. Fig. 1 shows state-of-the-art scan-beam CST 
sensors that have been demonstrated on imaging one-dimensional (1D) [27, 30, 31], two-dimensional 
(2D) [24, 25, 29, 32, 33] and three-dimensional (3D) laminar flames [26, 28]. For example, the 1D CST 
method shown in Fig. 1(a) is applied for recovering parameters from axisymmetric or rotationally 
symmetric flames using Abel inversion [27]. 2D CST can be either the extension of 1D CST in the 
vertical direction shown in Fig. 1(b) [29] or a cross-sectional reconstruction of a non-symmetric field, 
as shown in Fig. 1(c) [24]. 3D CST, as shown in Fig. 1(d) is referred to as a volumetric reconstruction 
of the target flow [28].  

 
Fig. 1 State-of-the-art scan-beam CST sensors demonstrated for  imaging of combustion processes: (a) 1D [27];  (b) vertical 
2D [32]; (c) horizontal 2D [24]; and (d) 3D [28]. Reproduced from [24, 27, 28] with permission from Elsevier and Copyright 
Clearance Center. Reprinted with permission from [32] © The Optical Society.  

Although more spatial samples can be obtained by the above sensors, the relatively low-speed 
mechanical scan of the laser beams can hardly reveal the dynamics of the target flow. Some attempts 
have been made by increasing the laser scanning speed, for example, introducing high-speed galvo 
mirrors and electro-optic beam deflectors [34]. However, the beam-scan strategy, limited by its nature 
of asynchronous sampling of the laser beams, is unable to capture the dynamic feature of the target 
flows. Therefore, scan-beam CST sensors are effective, in principle, only if the target flows to be 
reconstructed are static or quasi-static (i.e. statistically static). Furthermore, implementation of the beam 
scan requires full optical access of the target flows, and thus is impractical to be deployed on industrial 
combustors with very limited availability of optical windows.  

Despite the above limitations, scan-beam CST sensors are effective in fundamental combustion research, 
for example, characterising axial and radial profiles [35], boundary effect [36], and non-uniformity [37] 
of the lab-scale flames. It is worth noting that single-beam LAS to measure multiple transitions or 
broadband spectra can also indicate the line-of-sight non-uniformity of gas parameters [38, 39]. 
However, it can hardly indicate axis-symmetrically resolution without a priori spatial information [40-
43]. From the perspective of CST instrumentational development, scan-beam sensors can pave the way 
for designing fixed-beam sensors (see section 2.2). Concretely, beam scanning can provide proof-of-
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concept validation of the CST capability in a low-cost and low-risk manner. This enables 
characterisation of multiple critical factors, such as detection limits of gas molecules on specific laser 
paths, optimised beam arrangements, signal-to-noise ratios of tomographic measurements and averaged 
spatial variation of the gas parameters, before fixed-beam sensors are designed. Considering the high 
cost and high complexity of fixed-beam CST sensors, the above approach could be a de-risking step to 
alleviate uncertainties of system design.  

In addition, beam scanning may be the only option, to date, for CST at mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths 
[25, 29, 44, 45]. Some chemical species, such as NOx, SOx, CO, are of particularly interest to the 
combustion community, but their absorption features at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths are too weak 
to be measured with good signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Although the absorption of these pollutant 
species is much stronger at MIR wavelengths, transferring CST from NIR to MIR is extremely 
challenging due to the much-reduced availability of reliable fibre-coupled optical delivery. Assisted by 
high-speed motors, MIR cameras with micrometre-level or even smaller-size pixel arrays have been 
recently used to capture the two-dimensional laser light [45, 46]. As shown in Fig. 2, such tomographic 
systems are superior for achieving good spatial resolution, in streamwise dimension, to characterise the 
small-size structure and profile of some dynamic flames at MIR wavelengths. When applying them to 
an industrial environment, special care should be taken to avoid mechanical vibrations, which can 
misalign the optical setup and introduce oscillations in the light intensity imaged by a given pixel. 
Moreover, the dynamic response and linearity of sensing pixels should be carefully modelled as they 
can potentially cause saturation and distortion of the transmission signals and thus yield inaccurate 
measurements for CST. 

 

Fig. 2 State-of-the-art camera-assisted scan-beam sensors for MIR CST imaging in streamwise dimension, demonstrated for 
imaging of: (a)  CO mole fraction at 4.8 µm using a Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) and flame temperature with 0.1 s temporal 
resolution and 140 µm spatial resolution [46]; (b)  CO at 4.97µm using a QCL, C2H6 at 3.34 µm and CO2 at 4.19 µm using 
two Interband Cascade Lasers (ICLs) in an axisymmetric laminar flame with ~50 µm spatial resolution in the horizontal 
direction and ~125 µm in the vertical direction [45]. Reprinted with permission from [45, 46] © The Optical Society. 

2.2 Fixed-beam sensors 

The fixed/static-beam sensor approach, mostly implemented for 2D imaging, can maximise the 
temporal resolution of CST, as it enables parallelism from the perspective of optical sensing. Compared 
with scan-beam sensors that can only obtain spatially and temporally averaged reactive-flow 
characteristics, fixed-beam sensors are capable of imaging dynamic flows instantaneously at 
moderate/high frequencies, e.g., from hundreds of Hz to tens of kHz. As there are no moving parts in 
the fixed-beam sensor approach, it is a very robust method for monitoring combustion processes in 
harsh environments that are commonly coupled with acoustic noises and mechanical vibrations. To date, 
fixed-beam CST sensors have been pioneered in a range of industrial applications: on small-scale targets, 
e.g., IC engine combustion chambers [47-49] and heavy duty diesel engine [50]; mid/pilot-scale targets, 
e.g., wind tunnel/shock tube [51] and swirl combustors [52]; large-scale targets, e.g. power plant 
reactors [53, 54]; and most recently, super-large scale targets, e.g. civil aero engine exhaust [55].   
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A critical factor of fixed-beam CST sensor design is the layout of the laser beams, which determines 
physically the sensitivity of absorption measurement in the region of interest (ROI). In general, there 
are two manners of beam arrangements, a) regular with equi-angular projections and equi-spaced 
samples within each angular projection and b) irregular with optimised spatial samples in the ROI [23, 
56]. It is worth noting that the regular beam arrangement contributes to uniformly distributing the 
sampling deficiency across the ROI. Therefore, given no/insufficient a priori information of the target, 
the regular beam arrangement is normally preferred over irregular ones for CST image reconstruction, 
unless that would lead to drastic under-sampling in the angular dimension [23]. Fig. 3 shows the state-
of-the-art fixed-beam CST sensors that have been applied in the industry with (a, b) parallel-beam [15, 
57], (c, d) fan-beam [51, 52, 58, 59, 60] and (e) irregular-beam arrangements [23, 47], respectively.          

 

Fig. 3 Industrial applications of fixed-beam CST sensors on measurements of (a) power plant and combustion engine exhaust 
using a 3-view parallel-beam layout [57], (b) propane flames using a 4-view parallel beam layout [15], (c) swirl flames using 
fan-beam layouts [52, 58, 60], (d) wind tunnel using an angle-expanded fan-beam layout [51, 59], and (e) multi-cylinder 
automotive engine using an irregular-beam layout [47]. In each case, a schematic diagram of the CST sensor is shown on the 
left, and a photo of the fabricated sensor is shown on the right. Reprinted from [57] with permission from Creative Commons 
Attribution (CC BY 4.0). Adapted from [51, 52, 59] with permission from IEEE and Copyright Clearance Center. Reprinted 
with permission from [58] © The Optical Society. Reprinted from [60] with permission from AIP and Copyright Clearance 
Center. Adapted from [47] with permission from Elsevier and Copyright Clearance Center. 

Generally speaking, a fixed-beam CST sensor is a duplication of multiple LOS LAS measurements 
according to the pre-determined beam arrangement. More LOS LAS measurements for angular (more 
than three projection angles) and linear sampling in the region of interest (ROI) definitely contribute to 
improved quality of the tomographic images. However, the resulting high complexity of optics design 
on, for example, laser emitters, receivers, light amplification and distribution systems, imposes 
significant challenges on the real-world implementation of CST. The potentially very high cost of the 
optics also hinders tomographic access for many researchers and process engineers. In principle, the 
optimal beam arrangement for a given application can be fundamentally determined by the requirement 
placed on the spatial resolution of the tomographic image. It can be envisaged that many fewer spatial 
samples are required for reconstructing a spatially smooth flame, e.g., a flat flame, than would be 
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required for a highly structure-detailed turbulence case. Based on the pioneering work on quantification 
of the spatial resolution of CST [17], customisation of the beam arrangement has been introduced for 
cost-effective design of fixed-beam CST sensors [18]. Given a certain number of laser beams, this 
customisation also helps in maximising the achievable spatial resolution of CST. Apart from the beam 
arrangement, statistical a priori information of the target field can further quantify the lower limit of 
the spatial resolution [19]. This mathematically-valid criterion can also be employed in the concept 
phase of the design of fixed-beam CST sensors. 

Light delivery is also a technical challenge in the design of very large-size fixed-beam CST sensors, for 
example, with dimensions up to a few meters, which are required in practice for diagnosis of full-size 
industrial combustors. Most recently, a 126-beam CST sensor with 7-meter diameter has been designed 
and applied for imaging of a civil aero gas turbine exhaust with approx. 1.4-meter diameter [55]. The 
sensor has 6 projection angles, each with 21 laser beams. As shown in Fig. 4, neighbouring beams in 
the same projection are emitted in opposite directions to eliminate their crosstalk when received by the 
photodetectors. When designing, constructing and installing such a large-size sensor, the structural 
rigidity should be carefully modelled to suppress the point error caused by beam misalignment [61]. In 
addition, a distributed data acquisition system is required, to digitise the transmission signals at the front 
end and then transfer the digitised data to the back-end processors, in order to avoid the ambient noise 
that could be introduced by long-distance (~ 70 metre) transmission of analogue signals. More details 
of the electronics design will be introduced in Section 3.  

 
Fig. 4 Application of a 7-meter-diameter CST sensor on imaging of a civil aero gas turbine exhaust [55]. (a) Schematic diagram 
of the optical layout. (b) Picture of the CST sensor installed in a gas turbine test cell. Reprinted with permission from [55] © 
The Optical Society. 

To date, 2D fixed-beam CST sensors are capable of reconstructing the specified cross-sectional 
distributions of flow parameters, at the expense of losing the out-of-plane imaging capability for 
characterisation of the spatial evolution of the flow. To reveal the inherently 3D nature of reactive flows, 
3D fixed-beam CST will be required in the near future with moderate/high temporal response for 
instantaneous 3D imaging. Although several attempts have been made by using the scan-beam strategy 
for 3D imaging, the reconstruction, as noted above in Section 2.1, is only an indication of temporally 
and spatially averaged flows, and therefore, is less capable of characterising the kinetics of the target 
reactive flow fields. Further research may introduce multiple IR cameras for instantaneous 3D imaging. 
These cameras, as well as the pixels on each camera, need to be highly synchronised to simultaneously 
capture the 2D projections from multiple projection angles. However, the very high cost of the IR 
cameras, rigidness of the optical setup and limitations on the dimensions of the focal-plane array still 
present challenges for their industrial implementation.  
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The optical access of fixed-beam CST sensors to the process vessel at elevated pressure/temperature 
may also be addressed for next-generation optics development. To access flames under industry-
relevant working conditions, pilot/large-scale combustion rigs commonly enclose the flames in steel or 
glass tubes, imposing significant challenges on the laser delivery to probe the in-combustor flames. 
Quartz and CaF2 windows, with wedged surfaces to mitigate optical interference, have been used for 
LOS LAS measurements at NIR [62-64] and MIR wavelengths [65-67], respectively. However, layout 
of multiple laser beams at different projection angles is not only space-limited, but may also suffer from 
interference by window-introduced etalon effects. In comparison with open-path laser delivery, fibre 
optic technology provides better flexibility in these scenarios. Single-mode and multi-mode fibres have 
been employed for NIR laser delivery in CST systems applied to automotive engines for in-cylinder 
[47, 48] and exhaust [50] imaging. In case of closed combustion systems where windows are 
unavoidable, the fibre-coupled emitting and receiving ends can be arrangement much closer to the 
windows compared to the open-path solution. This implementation will facilitate the removal of 
ambient absorption in practical testing environments. More modelling, simulation and experiments are 
needed for MIR laser delivery. Hollow-core fibres have been demonstrated for laser coupling and 
delivery at MIR wavelengths [68-70]. However, they still suffer from several technical challenges in 
their application to MIR CST sensors, for example, the inadequate coupling efficiency, high attenuation 
for long-distance propagation and ease of damage in harsh environments. With the above challenges 
addressed and field tests carried out, hollow-core fibres could become promising candidates for multi-
beam MIR laser delivery to implement fixed-beam CST sensors. 

3 Electronics 

The electronics of a CST system mainly consist of circuits for laser driving, photodiode signal 
conditioning and processing, and data acquisition (DAQ). To date, the laser driving circuits are 
commercially available for precise control, via temperature/current tuning, of the laser wavelength and 
intensity. The photodiode detectors (PDs) are used to convert the optical signal to a current signal, 
which is trans-impedance amplified (TIA), in either a single-ended or differential manner [71], to a 
certain level of voltage to facilitate the subsequent DAQ. In comparison, the most challenging 
electronics of a CST system is the DAQ. In this section, we will first give an overview of the DAQ 
electronics and introduce its basic elements. Then, we will introduce the principles of two representative 
state-of-the-art DAQ schemes, address the benefits and limitations of each scheme, and highlight their 
existing applications. 

CST DAQ generally involves three sequential stages: (a) conditioning of the TIA signal, (b) digitising 
the conditioned signal, and (c) transferring/storing the digitised signal. Fig. 5 demonstrates the flow 
diagram of a general-purpose N-beam CST DAQ system. Each incident laser beam with intensity I0,i (i 
= 1, 2, … N) penetrates the absorbing gas sample, resulting in a transmitted laser intensity It,i (i = 1, 
2, … N). The specifications of the DAQ system depend on the techniques that implement the LAS 
measurement, in the state-of-the-art quoted literatures [2, 72, 73], using either Direct Absorption 
Spectroscopy (DAS) or Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy (WMS). 

 
Fig. 5 Flow diagram of a general-purpose fully parallel CST DAQ system. 
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DAS can be used in two ways for CST: with a fixed wavelength tuned at the absorption wavelength of 
the target species; or by carrying out a wavelength-scan to tune through all or part of an absorption 
feature of the target species. The fixed-wavelength approach requires that attenuation of the beams by 
mechanisms other than spectroscopic absorption by the target species, e.g., due to refractive index 
variations within the ROI, is taken into account, and that the temperature- and pressure-dependence of 
absorption at the fixed wavelength is known. In favourable circumstances, e.g., imaging of the 
distribution of relatively large molecules with broad spectral features, the fixed-wavelength approach 
can readily achieve very high imaging speeds, up to 4,000 fps for in-cylinder imaging of automotive 
fuels gasoline, with typically 8 carbon atoms per target molecule [9, 23, 47], and diesel, with typically 
12 carbon atoms per target molecule [49]. Over the last decade, however, the overwhelming majority 
of attention has been focused on molecules containing typically 2 or 3 atoms in total, with much 
narrower spectral features, requiring very delicate accounting for temperature- and pressure-
dependence. For that reason, the fixed-wavelength approach is not discussed further in the text below.  

To use the wavelength-scan DAS measurement method for CST, a ramp or sinusoidal wavelength scan 
signal is imposed on the laser diode. The resulting TIA signal generally needs to be conditioned by a 
low-pass filter and/or a second-stage amplification to fit with the input range of the analogue-to-digital 
converter (ADC) [60]. In general, the frequency of the wavelength scan is from several Hz to tens of 
kHz for commercial-off-the-shelf distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes, requiring a sampling rate of 
the DAQ up to a few Mega Samples per second (MSps). For a CST system with tens of laser beams, as 
an example, the fully parallel DAQ data throughput is generally less than 1 Gbps, which can be streamed 
in real time by Ethernet. To date, DAS-based CST DAQ systems have been developed for monitoring  
low-turbulence flows, for example, laminar flames generated by flat flame burners and Bunsen burners 
[60, 74-76], and diesel engine exhaust [25, 77]. Commercial off-the-shelf DAQ systems, such as 
National Instruments DAQs (see www.ni.com), are also available to satisfy the requirement of DAS-
based CST measurement. It is noteworthy that recent advances in MHz-rate scanned DAS were 
achieved to capture the highly transient reactions occurring at microsecond timescales [67, 78-82]. 
Although no attempt has been made to achieve CST using such a scan rate, it is a potential solution to 
further improve the temporal resolution of CST and will be discussed later in Section 4.2. 

In industrial environments, line-of-sight LAS measurements are contaminated by noise from many 
sources, such as optical noise from beam steering caused by turbulence or thermal gradients, electronic 
noise from the DAQ hardware, and environmental noise from mechanical vibration [83-85]. To achieve 
stronger noise rejection performance, the WMS technique has been widely used in industrial CST. 
Typically, WMS is implemented by driving a laser diode with a low-frequency wavelength-scan signal, 
fs (several Hz to a few kHz), with a small-amplitude high-frequency modulation signal, fm, (tens of kHz 
to hundreds of kHz) superimposed upon it [72]. Given fm of 100 kHz, for example, a reasonable 
sampling rate of 20 MSps for 16-bit digitization of the nth-order WMS harmonics at n ´ fm (n ≥ 2) yields 
a single-channel data rate of 320 Mbit/s. For the same CST system with tens of laser beams as above, 
the overall data throughput is >10 Gbps. This can overload the real-time data communication between 
the front-end DAQs and the back-end high-level processors. Commercial high-speed and multi-channel 
PXI(e) DAQ systems may be used for fast in-memory data storage. However, it will easily overflow 
the memory in a few seconds of measurement. Therefore, the DAQ system should be designed with 
data throughput manageable for data communication and storage.  

In the following, we will introduce two state-of-the-art DAQ schemes, time-division-multiplexing 
(TDM) and system-on-chip signal processing (SoC-SP), to reduce the data throughput for fast and 
continuous WMS-based CST measurement. We will demonstrate the implementation of each scheme, 
from the perspectives of hardware and/or firmware design, and introduce their suitability and potential 
limitations in industrial CST.  
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3.1 TDM DAQ schemes 

TDM DAQ schemes are implemented by multiplexing the signals from the detected laser beams, 
referred to hereinafter as “measurement channels”, either between successive wavelength scans (inter-
scan TDM) or between successive modulation periods (in-scan TDM). Since the load on data 
communication is only occupied by the selected channel(s), TDM DAQ schemes reduce the data 
throughput of CST and the bandwidth compared to the fully parallel DAQ scheme. Moreover, such 
schemes simplify the hardware, in which only one or a few ADCs are needed to digitise all the CST 
measurement channels. 

The inter-scan TDM can be implemented at a sampling interval of 1/(2fs) for a given sinusoidal scan, 
as shown in Fig. 6. The laser transmission signal, It,i, from the i-th selected measurement channel is 
digitised by the ADC, then streamed to and stored in the high-level workstation for post-processing of 
the harmonics. Consequently, the sampled data is a sequential connection of the multi-channel signal. 
However, such a scheme degrades the CST temporal resolution. A single frame of image can only be 
reconstructed after all the CST measurement channels are multiplexed, resulting in the CST temporal 
resolution of 2fs/N fps. Here, N denotes the number of multiplexed channels. Given a sinusoidal scan 
with N = 2, the temporal resolution of the inter-scan TDM DAQ is fs fps. However, the sampling interval 
between the neighbouring measurement channels is determined by fs, and is at millisecond to sub-
second level given fs in the range several Hz to a few kHz. In the case of turbulent reactive-flow 
monitoring, such a sampling interval leads to asynchronous measurement of the multiple laser beams, 
which may be insufficient for characterising the instantaneous thermophysical and chemical reactions.  

 
Fig. 6. Flow diagram of the inter-scan TDM DAQ scheme for CST at a sampling interval of 1/2fs with sinusoidal scan. 

To improve synchrony of multi-channel CST sampling, the in-scan TDM DAQ scheme was recently 
proposed with the same hardware complexity as the TDM implementation [86]. As shown in Fig. 7, 
this scheme is achieved by multiplexing the multi-channel signals over the high-frequency modulation 
within a wavelength scan. Consequently, the CST temporal resolution achieved by the in-scan TDM 
DAQ is fs fps, which is the same as that achieved by a fully parallel DAQ. Since the neighbouring-
channel sampling interval achieved by the in-scan TDM scheme is reduced to 1/fm (microsecond-level), 
this scheme is also named as quasi-parallel (QP) DAQ to emphasise its near-equivalence to fully parallel 
DAQ [87]. However, the implementation of the in-scan TDM generally requires a high modulation-to-
scan frequency ratio (fm/fs). In the WMS technique, the spectral resolution of the extracted harmonics 
depends on the density of wavelength modulation within a wavelength scan. When using the in-scan 
TDM, the modulation periods within a wavelength scan are equally shared by the multiplexed channels, 
resulting in worsened spectral resolution in each channel. For example, given maximal fm of 300 kHz 
with adequate modulation depth and acceptable nonlinearity, fs of 1 kHz could maximally give a total 
of 300 modulation periods within a ramp scan. In case of multiplexing among 4 measurement channels, 
there are only 75 modulation periods sampled by each channel, which is insufficient for maintaining 
spectral integrity for CST measurement with adequate SNRs. These fundamentals limit the scan 
frequency and thus the imaging rate up to a few hundred Hz. 
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Fig. 7. Flow diagram of the in-scan TDM DAQ scheme for CST [86]. Adapted from [86] with permission from IEEE and 
Copyright Clearance Center. 

3.2 SoC-SP DAQ schemes  

In the last decade, SoC-SP schemes have been emerging to achieve high-speed CST measurement. 
These schemes firstly implement digital lock-in (DLI) [72], mostly on a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) and/or a digital signal processor (DSP), to obtain the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
components of the nth-order harmonics of the laser transmission. The I and Q components are also 
processed by the SoC, with the important features extracted and fed as projection data for image 
reconstruction. Fig. 8 shows three state-of-the-art SoC-SP methods developed for WMS-based CST 
DAQ. The most simplified features are the peak values of the harmonics [59, 88-90] shown in Fig. 8(a), 
which can be used for calibration-free WMS measurement. However, the extracted peaks can be easily 
disturbed by measurement noise since they are unable to indicate the absorbance lineshape, which is a 
chemo-physical filter in WMS for noise rejection. To maintain sufficient information of the spectral 
lineshape, quadrature demodulation methods have been introduced and implemented by SoC for WMS-
based CST DAQ systems, as shown in Fig. 8(a). These methods include classic whole-modulation-
period demodulation [87, 91], Kalman filter-based recursive demodulation [92] and cascaded 
integrator-comb (CIC) filter-based demodulation [93, 94]. The demodulation methods reduce data 
throughput, enabling uninterrupted communication between the DAQ system and the high-level 
processors. Most recently, neural networks are deployed within the SoC to extract spectral features, 
such as the peaks of the harmonics or the path-integrated absorbances shown in Fig. 8(c) [92, 95]. The 
neural networks enable very fast computation, which facilitates real-time WMS measurement and 
image visualisation. However, great care needs to be taken in the training process by integrating real-
world noises, optical interferences and laser characteristics into the training network. In addition, signal 
pre-processing, such as normalisation of the beam-dependent incident laser intensity, may be needed 
for the training process. Each laser beam may need to be trained individually by taking the beam-
dependent parameters, such as intensity-wavelength phase dependences, into account. Consequently, a 
parameter-specific neural network is needed for each line-of-sight WMS measurement. For a multi-
beam CST system, all the neural networks to be deployed could possibly exceed the available resources 
of the SoCs. 
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Fig. 8. Three state-of-the-art SoC-SP methods, (a) harmonic peak extraction [88], (b) spectra-maintained CIC-filter assisted 
demodulation [93], and (c) neural network [92] for WMS-based CST DAQ. 

In pilot-scale and large-scale industrial applications of CST, the optical sensors need to be located close 
to the DAQ systems, typically within a few tens of centimetres. This implementation can digitise the 
multi-channel TIA signals locally, enabling long-distance transfer of the digitised signal with good 
SNRs. Therefore, a distributed DAQ system is required in practice, in which a star topology [96] can 
be used to connect all the DAQ hubs to the high-level processor. Each DAQ hub samples the TIA 
signals from the assigned laser beams. All the DAQ hubs must be strictly synchronised to avoid phase 
shift of the harmonics between the hubs and between the measurement channels on each hub. To date, 
a distributed DAQ system has been designed for implementing CST on the exhaust plume of aero-
engines using 126 laser beams [87]. Further improvement can be considered on the reconfigurability of 
the distributed DAQ system. When applied to CST sensors with more laser beams, the DAQ channels 
can be flexibly extended without major modification of the hardware electronics.  

4 Further improvements on spatiotemporal resolution 

Apart from the above-mentioned hardware development of optics and electronics, the spatiotemporal 
resolution of CST can be further improved by introducing more physical information and faster laser 
driving schemes, respectively. In this section, we will briefly introduce these improvements, address 
their instrumental challenges and point out a potential way forward.  

4.1 Spatial resolution – Enrich the image reconstruction with physical flow-field information 

Geometrically, spatial resolution of CST can be improved by arranging more projection angles and 
more laser beams per angle (see Section 2). When the miniaturisation of the optics and opto-mechanics 
to achieve denser beam coverage reaches the limit, physically informed a priori information can be 
utilised to further improve the spatial resolution. Since the inverse problem of CST is rank-deficient, 
incorporation of a priori information into the tomographic algorithm can reduce the degrees of freedom 
in the retrieval and thus improve the image quality [22]. Typical a priori information includes the 
physical assumption of smooth distributions and non-negativity of the flow-field parameters [3, 97]. A 
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simplified form of penalisation between the accuracy and robustness of the solution has also been 
imposed using regularisation methods. These implicit assumptions perform as “low-pass filters”, which 
suppress the artefacts introduced by rank deficiency in the image reconstruction, but inevitably blur the 
real structural details of the target flow. This over-filtering effect will particularly damage the 
reconstruction of hydrodynamic features in turbulent flows. Motivated by aggregate reconstruction 
accuracy properties, a Bayesian framework using explicit likelihood and prior probability density 
functions has been proposed to improve the CST imaging fidelity [12, 98, 99]. Implied in the above 
Bayesian formulation, Bayesian model selection has been introduced to select the optimal mesh density, 
model of interpolation and a priori information, providing superior trade-off between parameter 
uncertainty and model error.  

Recently, the physical information of fluid dynamics has been integrated into deep neural networks to 
predict the distributions of gas parameters in reactive flows. Examples of this approach have been 
attempted by deriving the physical information from Large Eddy Simulation (LES). The LES results 
were used to train end-to-end neural networks, which directly reconstruct the absorption fields from the 
CST measurements [100, 101]. These attempts indeed allow for incorporation of thermochemistry and 
flow-field transport models into image reconstruction. However, predictive capability of these neural 
networks fully depends on the simulation-generated training sets. In practice, the neural networks could 
be invalid if the hydrodynamic features of the experimental flow fields are different from the simulated 
ones. Further efforts have been made by incorporating the governing physics, such as the simplified 
Navier–Stokes and advection–diffusion equations, and the projection model, into the network training 
process [16, 102]. These physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) improve generalisation ability and 
accuracy in the presence of measurement noise. However, the PINNs could also suffer uncertainties 
when the physics prior is less predictable in the reactive flow, such as combustion processes, in which 
the complex equations of heat transfer and chemical kinetics need to be additionally embedded. Overall, 
discrepancies between the training models and the real-world scenarios are the limitation of “direct” 
reconstruction of the flow-field parameters from limited CST measurements. Instead, researchers could 
consider “indirect” and “less ambitious” learning of the hydrodynamic features. For example, gradients 
of the data discrepancy can be learned iteratively by making use of spatial and temporal variances of 
the hydrodynamic features. Physically meaningful noise models [83, 84], including laser noise, detector 
noise, ADC noise, optical noise and environmental noise, need to be integrated into the training model. 
Preferably, the noise models should be quantified from real experiments and in real working conditions 
to improve the generalisation of the neural networks.  

4.2 Temporal resolution - Freeze the image reconstruction with faster laser driving schemes 

As described in Sections 2 and 3, the combination of a fixed-beam CST sensor and a fully parallel DAQ 
system maximises the temporal resolution of a CST imaging system. Since the speed of wavelength 
scanning determines the repetition rate of the CST measurement, i.e., the temporal resolution, the agility 
of laser driving sets the upper limit of the temporal resolution. In the extreme case, the fastest laser 
driving scheme enables the reconstruction of each individual image in a frozen time scale, contributing 
to the penetration of highly transient processes, such as supersonic/hypersonic propulsion, detonations 
and explosions.  

Faster laser driving schemes can be achieved by rapid wavelength sweeping of individual laser diodes. 
For example, faster scan signals (near MHz) and modulation signals (35 to 45 MHz) have been used 
for high-speed line-of-sight DAS and WMS measurement [67, 78-82, 103]. Assisted by bias-tee 
circuitry, diplexed radio frequency (RF) wavelength scan signals were imposed on continuous-wave 
distributed-feedback QCLs to measure line-of-sight thermodynamic and thermochemical properties at 
MHz rates [79-82]. When imposing long pulses on the QCLs, the down-chirp induced intrapulse spectra 
have been used for rapid sensing of temperature and species concentration [104-107]. The pulse 
repetition rates reported in the literature are generally limited to a few hundred kHz, due to spectral 
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distortion at higher rates. In addition, the laser diodes can be driven by short pulse signals, which can 
cause quantised rotational excitation of target molecules. The excited molecules will initially rotate in 
phase with each other and radiate coherently to emit a forward burst of radiation, referred to as free 
induction decay (FID) or a modified form of the FID (m-FID) signals [108]. The m-FID signals, 
generated from cepstral analysis of the time-domain transmission signal, can be used for high-accuracy 
and high-speed absorption spectroscopic measurement [108-110]. 

Alternatively, frequency-agile laser sources, such as Fourier domain mode-locking lasers [111-113] and 
supercontinuum lasers [114-118], can be utilised to rapidly and continuously scan the laser wavelength 
across a wide range of absorption spectra. For example, tens of nanometres in wavelength can be 
scanned within tens of nanoseconds (ns) to a few microseconds (µs), resulting in MHz-rate temporal 
resolution. The enriched broad-bandwidth spectral information also enables access to more transitions 
and the absorption lineshapes between the neighbouring transitions [3, 119-122]. This will substantially 
benefit CST measurement at elevated pressures since the broadening effects on the absorption spectra 
can be adequately covered.  

To implement the two schemes mentioned above, the requirements of expensive GHz-bandwidth TIA 
and GSps-digitisation DAQ are placed on each LAS measurement channel. When populating to multi-
channel CST, the massive data amount and data throughput impose significant challenges on the speed 
of real-time signal processing (even with the most modern high-level processors) and communication 
(even with the highest speed communication protocols). By high-speed streaming the data to the built-
in but size-limited memory, these schemes are more appropriate to capture a very short period, e.g., 
tens to hundreds of µs, of the highly transient processes. 

5 Summary and outlook 

It is clear that CST instrumentation is becoming increasingly sophisticated for imaging thermophysical 
and thermochemical parameters in reactive flows. New optics and electronics have been designed in 
the past decade and will continue to emerge in the energy-generation industries, for example, to validate 
numerical combustion models, analyse transient combustion processes, monitor carbon and pollutant 
emissions, and inform the effectiveness of sustainable fuels and novel combustor architectures.  

On the optics side, light delivery schemes and technologies still need to be improved with greater 
effectiveness to finely resolve the detailed flow-field features in small-scale sensing applications, and 
with great robustness to survive the harsh environments in large-scale and industrial application. 
Projecting CST optics into the future, CST at MIR sensing wavelengths, which has been barely 
investigated to date due to the lack of reliable and effective MIR light delivery, will be further developed 
for more sensitive imaging of trace gaseous components. Furthermore, optical sensors are expected to 
break through the existing 2D barrier for instantaneous imaging, to unveil the 3D nature of the turbulent 
flows with 3D instantaneous imaging.  

On the electronics side, research in high-bandwidth DAQs and high-speed SoC-SP techniques will 
continue to improve the speed of CST imaging. Existing challenges on high data throughput are yet to 
be overcome in the case of measuring hundreds of laser beams and/or at kilo fps-level frame rates. 
Accompanied by the rapid development of AI-driven hardware, machine/deep learning approaches have 
shown potential to speed up SoC signal processing, but must carefully integrate the analytically 
tomographic model and experimental data into the network training.  

Though exciting instrumentation advances are on the horizon, the main challenges remain on improving 
the spatiotemporal resolution of CST imaging. We expect new interdisciplinary opportunities to arise 
from rapid progress in the communities of optical engineering, electronic engineering, mechanical 
engineering and data science, which will fill in the research gaps that limit the spatiotemporal resolution 
from the perspectives of laser technology, hardware-acceleration technology, CFD technology, and 
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data-driven technology, respectively. Finally, it is noteworthy that CST is fundamentally preferable for 
gas-phase diagnostics. To inform the multi-physics and multi-phase nature of reactive flows, fusion of 
CST and other active/passive optical imaging techniques, e.g., laser induced incandescence (LII), 
particle image velocimetry (PIV), planar/volumetric laser induced fluorescence (P/V-LIF) and 
volumetric emission tomography, remains to be explored in the near future. 
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